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RESTRICTIONS ONTHE CONSULTATIONUNDER ARTICLE XVIII: 12(b)

WITH PAKISTAN

1. In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee has conducted the
consultation with Pakistan under Article XVIII:12(b). The Committee had before
it a basic document for the consultation (BOP/70), a decision by the Executive
Board of the international Monetary Fund dated 4 May 1967 (see Annex I) and a
document containing background material supplied by the Fund.

2. In conducting the consultation, the Committee followed the plan for such
consultation recommended by the CONTRACTING PARTIES (BISD, Seventh Supplement,
pages 97-98). The consultation was completed on 24 July 1967. This report
summarizes the main points of the discussion.

Consultation with the International Monetary Fund

3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreement, the
CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with
them in connexion with the consultation with Pakistan. In accordance with the
agreed procedure the representative of the Fund was invited to make a statement
supplementing the Fund' s documentation concerning the position of Pakistan. The
statement made was as follows:

"The Fund invites the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the
Executive Board decision of May 4, 1967, taken at the conclusion of its most
recent Article XIV consultation with Pakistan, and particularly to
paragraph 4 which reads as follows:

'Pakistan' s import and exchange system remains restrictive and complex.
The Fund believes that Pakistan would benefit greatly from a reform of
this system, particularly with a view to liberalizing imports on a broad
front. Such a policy would require an effective curbing of inflationary
pressures and an adjustment. of the exchange system, especially as it
affects imports. With regard to exports, the inadequacies of the
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official exchange rate are compensated for through the operation of
the Export Bonus Scheme which gives rise to a multiple exchange rate
structure. However, since the last consultation there has been an
addition to the number of effective rates, adding to the complexity of
the Scheme. Pakistan should not long delay re-establishing a unitary
rate structure at a realistic level; but the Fund does not object to
the present arrangements on a temporary basis. In the meantime,
Pakistan should increased its efforts to simplify the operations of the
Bonus Scheme and avoid further rate proliferation. The Fund urges that
Pakistan terminate its bilateral payments arrangements with Fund members
and keep under review such arrangements with non-members. '

"The general level of restrictions of Pakistan which are under
reference does not go beyond the extent necessary at the present time to
stop a serious decline in its monetary reserves."

Opening statement by the representative of Pakistan

4. In his opening statement, the full text of which is contained in Annex II
to this report, the representative of Pakistan said that the main feature of his
country's import policy since 1960 had been a trend towards liberalization,
moving away from direct administrative controls towards fiscal and monetary
controls. Satisfactory progress had been made during the Second Plan period
(1960/65) in attaining these,objectives, none the less there had been a temporary
interruption of this progress during the first two years of the Third Plan.
This was due mainly to a sizeable shortfall in the availability of external
financial support in the form of non-project assistance in 1965/66 and delays
in the flow of non-project assistance in 1966/67 together with a drop in food
production, coupled with less than expected arrivals of Public Law 480 supplies.
He explained that this situation had made necessary several adjustments in his
courtry's import policy, in order to curtail imports within available resources.
He wished to state that his Government's desire to implement a liberal policy
for imports was dependent on adequate financial assistance an a continuing basis;
îf scarcity of foreign exchange resources continued, implementation of this
policy would remain subject to serious strains and uncertainties.Balance-of-paymentsposition and prospepects
5.Member of the Committee expressed appreciation for the clearway in which
the representative of Pakistan hadpresented his country's balance-of-payments
problems, and congratulated himon Pakistan's achievements in sustaining its rate
of economic growth. This situation, together with the recent measures taken to
increase agricultural production, made the short-termoutlook ofhis country's
balance-of-payments situation generallyencouraging. In this connexion a question
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was raised as to which were the elements that, in the view of the representative
of Pakistan, were likely te influence the long-term prospects of his country's
balance of payments. He replied that his country's policies were determine by
an overall perspective plan which covered "developments over a period of
twenty years; within those broad guidelines the five-year development plans
set out specific targets implemented through the yearly development projects.
If assumptions upon which those plans were drawn proved correct, his country's
per capita income would double in twenty years. Within this general development
scheme the balance-of-payments situation would be directly dependent on:

(a) a success in the efforts to increase agricultural production in order to,
reach a self-sufficiency ratio which would relcase foreign exchange for
industrial development purposes;

(b) a continued increase in exports of manufactured goods, and

(c) a continued flow of foreign capital.

6. Members of the Committee hoped that, with the experiences gained by Pakistan
in the field of flexible planning, developments in the years ahead would be
satisfactory, especially in the field of agricultural production. In this
connexion the representative of Pakistan said that Pakistan had exceeded its
targets in the Second Five-Year Plan in the agricultural sector. which represented
a break-through in that for the first time the rate of growth of foodstuff
production had been higher than the rate of growth of the population. This trend
should permit his country to reduce imports of agricultural products in the future.

7. Reference was made to the rapid increase in recent ycars of external debt
and repayment obligations arising out of foreign aid, a trend which appeared
likely to continue in the future. While acknowledging that foreign aid would be
a feature of Pakistan' development for some time to come, members of the
Committee stressed that it was important to recognize the strain this situation
would create on the balance of payments. This meant the resources provided as a
resuIt of foreign aid should be utilized in themost efficient manner possible.
Although realizing that these measures were in the short run perhaps a
"necessary evil", members of the Committee noped that Pakistan would be able to

adopt ah increasingly liberal import policy in the years ahead. The representative
of Pakistan said that he would convey to his Government the views expressed on
this matter. He wished to point out to the Committee, nonetheless, that in
studies carried out by certain of the countries granting aid, Pakistan appeared
among the countries which rnost usefully utilized foreign aid resources.
Furthermore he wished to state anew that it was the declared objective of his
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Government to liberalize imports as much as possible and to the extent that
reserves in foreign exchange would permit it. The representative of Pakistan
went on to say that his country had entered into bilateral trade agreements
mostly with countries having centrally planned economies in order to diversify
its trade geographically and to increase its exports. The foreign trade policy
of Pakistan was being made wthin the framework of its development plans.
Considering the central rôle that planning played in the development of Pakistan,
the representative of Pakistan pointed out that there was little danger of
misallocation of resources due to the current foreign trade policy. As to
external debt and repayment obligations, he said this was a problem which
Pakistan shared with other developing countries and expressed the hope that the
developed countries would come to the assistance of developing countries to
solve this problem. His comments on the export Bonus Scheme, which some had
characterized as resulting in a multiple exchange system, are given in
paragraph 15.

8. In reply to a question the representativeof Pakistan said that his
country's third development plan envisaged a reduction in the share of foreign
aid in the total development programme, but it did not envisage a decline of
aid in absolute terms; what wouldultimately happen would naturally depend on
a serieos of factors which were not always under his Government's control.

9. In answer to another question the reeprsentative of Pakistan explained
that over the past year the share of the gross national product going into the
investment sector of the economy had increasedfrom 12 per cent to 18 per cent.
In that context therôle of private foreign investment wasof the highest
importanceand his country had adopted a number ofmeasures in the field of
fiscal and capital repatriationpolicies to encourage the flow of private foreign
capital. It was important to state clearly, nonetheless, that an increase in
the flow of private capital should not adversely affect the arrival of foreign
aid, and that these two resources shouldnot be considered as alternatives. Both
had a rôle to play in Pakistan's development plans.

Alternative measures to restore equilibrium

10. Members of the Committee experssed appreciation for Pakistan's obvious
understanding of the key rôle which fiscal and monetary measures can play in
implementing development without inflation. The degree towwhich internal
stability had been achieved during the Second Five-Year Plan was ample evidence
that these matters weer well understood by Pakistan's key administrators. More
recently however, there seemed to have been somewhat less success in this area
and it was noted that not only had revenue collections fallen short of budget
estimates, so that a very large deficit had developed, exceeding the entire
deficit in the five years of the Second Plan, butalso there had been a rather
disturbing expansion of credit by banks of the private sector. It was noted
that whilst the public sector had recently brought inome andexpenditure into
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something approaching balance, private credit seamed to be expanding without
much restraint, and the fear was expressed that unless appropriate measures
were taken the resulting inflationary pressures might seriously prejudice
attainment of the objectives of the current Plan, and place severe pressure on
the balance of payments.

11. The representative of Pakistan stated, in reply, that his Government fully
recognized the need to attain the desired increase in investment and growth
without inflation. It was only the exceptionally difficult circumstances of
the past two years that had brought about an interruption in Pakistan's record
of monetary and price stability, which had been achieved along with a sharp
increase in the money supply and the rate of investment, thanks to satisfactory
growth in the economy. The 1965-66 period had however brought three distinct
unfavourable factors, lower agricultural production due to drought and cyclones,
hostilities in the sub-continent, and reduced and delayed foreign assistance.
As acknowledged by members of the Committee, the resulting budget deficit had
been corrected promptly beginning in July 1966, chiefly through increased taxation
sufficient to carry through a 40 per cent increase in the public sector invest-
ment programme. This vigorous policy had been of great significance in avoiding
a more serious inflation; as private credit had undoubtedly increased
substantially in the latter part of1966. Even so, food prices had increased
sharply between December 1966 and April 1967, but with the arrival of the new
wheat crop in May 1967 prices had already declined and were expected to go down
even further in the near future. Steps had also been taken to reduce monetary
expansion in the private sectorwithout fitheutaffection genuineneeds for cedit. The
current rate of growthin the money supply appeared theto be in linewithgrowth of
the economy, but the situation was being kept under constant reviewavoid a
recurrence of the situation that developed in 1966.

12. In this connexion, the point was alsomade by members of the Committee
that somewhat greater use might be madeofthe pricemechanismasameansof
limiting demand and that this could enable Pakiotan to consider a simplification
and rationalization ofits complex import restrictionsandmultiple exchange
rates. This point hadbeen made at arecent meeting of the Pakistan Consortium
and the hope was expressed that Pakistan might find it possibleto give serious
attention toit. Another suggestion was thatperhapsmore extensive use of
tariffs might be helpful in substituting the price mechanism for direct controls.
Therepresentative of Pakistan stated that Pakistan would no doubt take account
of the Consortium's views; more specifically, he pointed out that it was in fact
an explicit objective of the current Plan to reduce direct controls on imports
and that fiscal and monetary measureswerewere beingsubstituted for such controls.
He cited the institutoion of thefree list and the enlargementof the bonus import
list as evidence of the shift fromdirect to indirect controls. As for the
possibility of more extensive us of tariffs, thefreelist had in fact been
intended asafirst step in that direction, combined with use of "regulatory
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duties" to control demand for the listed products. Undoubtedly tariffs would
become still more important as time went, on and would effect a reduction in the
scope of direct governmental intervention in the economic process.

13. The questionwasalsoasked of the representative of Pakistan whether and
if so what problems were being encountered in promoting exports, particularly
of manufactured products, and how such effortswere contributing to solution
of Pakistan's difficulties. Therepresentative of Pakistan stated that Pakistan
was making great efforts to promote manufactured exports and had encountered
at least four different sets of problems, First there, was need for foreign
exchange to establish industriescapable ofbecoming efficient producers of
exports. Then, once established, there was the problem of adjusting monetary
and fiscal policies so as to avoid local consumption of the entire output of
the new industries and of diverting a suitabIe proportion into export channels.
The export bonus system, discussed more fully below, had made some contribution
in both contexts. Various other export promotion measures discussed in the
background material were also being used. Next, there were problems of access
and marketing. Import restrictions in most of the developed countries had been
especially troublesome in Pakistan's efforts to promote cotton manufactures.
For other products, marketing problems of a more general kind existed, and an
export promotion bureau had been established for the purpose of making market
research studies and estimates and channelling the information back to the
producing industries through an extensive committee system, consisting of
representatives of both Government and industry, which included as one feature
of its work the setting of export targets and dissemination of information on
results achieved.

System and methods of the restrictions

24. Members of the Committee expressed great sympathy for the short-run problems
which have forced Pakistan to impose and maintain the complex system of
restriction to which reference had already been madein the earlier part of the
consultation. They recognized that Pakistan as a developing country had reed
for measures of import control and that the systemwas consistent with Pakistan's
obligations under GATT. They nevertheless expressed the hope that Pakistan
might be able to simplify the system in the near future. It was also reiterated
that though to some extenta necessary short-term evil, he use of quantitative
import restrictions would certainly hamper the development process by permitting
resources to be allocated in ways less efficient than might otherwise be the
case; the same would of course be true for measures taking the form of multiple
exchange rates or bilateral arrangements.
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15. The representative of Pakistan referred to the exceptional difficulties his
country had encountered particularly in fiscal 1965-1966 - political events,
unfavourable conditions in agriculture, and delay in aid arrivals - and said
that in the circumstances his Government felt that considerable progress had
already been made in returning to the liberal policies followed up to that time.
For example, Pakistan had placed its import programme on an annual basis in
1966-67, instead of continuing on the former six-monthly basis. A number of
administrative measures had been taken to simplify the licensing procedures.
Also a large number of items had been restored to the free list and the bonus
import list had been enlarged, withthe result that the number ofitems under
direct import control was smaller than ever before. The representative of
Pakistan went on to explain that in view of the central rôle that planning
played in his country there was little danger of misallocation of resources
as a result of the current foreign trade policy. Certainly, Pakistan accepted
fully the objective that imports should be liberalized as and when foreign
exchange availabilities permit. As concerned the Export Bonus Scheme, it had
beeninstituted as a temporary measure andwould be removed as soonasfeasible;
it waspresently authorized only totheendof the current Five-ear Plan(to
the end of 1970). Since its introduction in 1959 it had only aided
substantially in promoting amanufactured exports but had helped to liberalize
importis, as had beenrecognizedby an impartial studyofPakistan'seconomic
policies. Thevalueofexports under theschemeincreased between1959-60
and 1965-66, from PRs 145 million to PRs 570. As prices of goods imported
underthebonus scheme movefreely, andrespondtotheamount ofpremiumpaid
by the importerthescheme had helpedtogive greater play to marketforces
as a rgulator of the levelof imports. Palmstan would welcome any adviceor

assistanceinmeetingthe difficulties moreeffectively.s,cIvl

16. es conecrnee afethfr afftuare tan'ss Padeisy tcy poliae, aieras biltrl
nts,ree ctec, hed thatm'stofscdistan'sagreeaents were with centrallyi
planndseconomies a and tht P Pakstan was npts ira position otchangethe metho
of trade of thoose contries.ThLetra wa:sinvolvedwaselativelyvaslal, but
valuable .

17. cMebser CoftheeCommitte welcomed the statement Pakisaenremaine
attached to the obejectivaeofe trnasfrrrrig rlelianceforregulatinorfrteue con
to the mepprice mechanismndcprexpressed understandingfor the difficulte ofL
pasta f fewersa Thr ceytinued ett v have somebetets,however, astowhhr ehe
measures currently ebibeing usd ettreetbestha eoeuco l deddevisend uldwo
enable progress toward libatieralizateorte resumed alprpilztly.hey hoped that
in thcone continuingreview ofthesituation,measures would soon betakeo
iirmmpo ittmatterrururthe
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18.Explaining the restraints under which the Government of Pakistan formulated
its import policy, the representative of Pakistan quoted the following two para-
graphs from the World Bank Report entitled "Current Economic Position and
Prospects of Pakistan" dated 15 April 1967:

"As to import controls, their abolition, though it continues to be a
high priority desideratum, must be realistically viewed against the rôle
that is played by non-project aid. The latter and the conditions surrounding
its use is both a vehicle to permit liberalization, and an obstacle to the
remove of all controls. Its tied nature may prevent its utilization or
purchases from the cheapest source, and therefore, necessitates quantitative
restrictions on the latter. Since non-project aid, which is largely tied
both by source and by commodity, finances over 35 per cent of total private
imports, Pakistan can only pursue partial liberalization.

Therefore, the extent to which the Free List can be re-established
without the multiple restraints, which at present are attached to it, is
limited. The paramount need for a continuity of whatever degree of freedom
is adopted argues for a conservative approach. Liberalization is further
limited by the low level of reserves."

He, however, promised to convey to his Government the emphasis that the members
of the Committee placed on the desirability of further liberalization in the
import policy of Pakistan.

19. A specific question was raised as to the working of the free list under which
certain new materials are imported; it appeared from the background material
that for some seventeen items on the list licences were valid only for imports
from a specified scurce. Furthermore, for all imports under the free list, it
developed that there were limited on the amount of exchange available which
operated through limits on the letters of credit which could be opened by any one
importer. The hcpe was expressed that at a minimum the administrative limitation
on letters of credit might be eliminated.

20. The representative of Pakistan confirmed that the free list operated as
described in the background material. He also acknowledged that despite
Pakistan's best efforts, the situation at present was not quite as liberal as
it had been just prior to the onset of difficulties two years ago. The
limitations on letters of credit, like other remaining regulations, was considered
necessary, for the time being, to avoid a situation. which might necessitate
drastic restrictions. He could not hold out much hope that new items would be
added to the free list in the immediate future for the list had been part of
arrangements adopted in the light of overall expected exchange availabilities
at the time when the budget was drawn up, and unless there were a corresponding
change in aid prospects it was difficult to see how a relaxation could be
financed.
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21. Interest was also expressed in various aspects of Pakistan's trade under
aid and barter agreements. One member pointed out, for example, that for his
country the value of Pakistan imports for which his country could compte on a
commercial basis was loss than half of the aggregate of Pakistan's import trade,
and this figure would of course be further reduced by the fact that his country
would not be competing for the supply of some products purchased by Pakistan.
As a matter of fact the products which would be of greatest interest were
precisely within the sector where aid conditions were influencing choice of
sources of supply considerably. State trading applied to some such products
also, and he wondered whether that was necessary or desirable. In any event he
hoped that Pakistan would to the extent possible take account of traditional
suppliers' interests. The representative of Pakistan assured the Committee that
his country had bought and would continue to buy on commercial, not political,
considerations wherever possible, given the terms of aid and other agreements.
He added that Government handling of essential foodstuff imports had been adopted
as the most equitable and effective way of ensuring the internal distribution
of food; social unrest might be the consequence of poor geographical distribution
of supplies or high prices. The distribution.of food received as aid at
appropriate prices also had an important bearing on the performance of the
agricultural sector. For the time being, therefore, the Government of Pakistan
could not transfer this sensitive item to the private sector. Coal might be a
different matter, but that trade was smaller in any case. He acknowledged that
there had been some discussion in the newspapers about extending State trading
somewhat but knew of no decision to do so.

22. In response to other questions about the extent to which aid arrangements
might in some or a few cases perhaps amount to de facto discrimination, the
representative of Pakistan emphasized that Pakistan designates the permitted
source of supply only where necessary to comply with aid terms. Pakistan would
of course be only too happy to see more aid granted on an untied basis and would
indeed join in any concerted pica that might be initiated to callattention to
the desirability of granting a greater percentage of total aid on a free basis.

23. In reply to a question as to how imports are divided as between the various
systems of granting licences, as described in BOP/70, the representative of
Pakistan said that in a recent year free list imports had amounted to
PRs 719.5 million, bonus scheme imports to PRs 413.9 million, and other imports
to PRs 803.6 million.

Effects of the restrictions

24. Members of the Committee regretted that on this occasion they were unable to
record new progress by Pakistan toward liberalization by comparison with the
situation which prevailed at, the time of the last consultation in 1964. On many
policies there remained some not worsening of the position, in spite of some
favourable developments since the most critical period. Thus there were some
new bilateral payments agreements, some proliforation of multiple exchange rates
and special surcharges on all imports other than machinery. Very recently there
have also been some reports of additional restrictive measures, possibly
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including a return to a six months' basis of programing imports, though this
had not been confirmed. In any event, members of the Committee considered that
the system of import control could hardly be regarded as growing less complex,
and urged that Pakistan consider carefully the suggestion in the International
Monetary Fund decision that the country would benefit greatly from a reform of
the system particularly with a view to liberalizing imports on a broad front.
More generally they suggested that profiting by the protection resulting from
import controls and under the guiseof "import substitution" some industries
might have been established in circumstances in which they had little or no
prospect of becoming, competitive in world markets. Export promotion efforts
were to be welcomed in this context as helping to channel investment into
industries with the best chances of success. It could be hoped also that
machinery and materials needed by those industries would be given the freest
access to the Pakistan market as a help in export promotion. Such a programme
combined with continued effort to develop agriculture and attention to the fiscal
and monetary matters discussed earlier would surely strengthen the overall
economic position of Pakistan.

25. The representative of Pakistan stated that his country was committed to a
liberal import policy not only because such a policy wolud be in conformity with
thc GATT rules, but also because it was in his country's long-term interest to
do so. The only reason which had prevented Pakistan from liberalizing its
import policy even more was the scarcity of foreign exchange. He acknowledged
that there had been an interruption in the process of liberalization undertaken
since 1960, but stated that efforts were again being deployed to strengthen the
liberal trend. He added further that .even during the most difficult period
restrictions had not gone back to the pre-1960 levels. In so far as import
substitution was concerned he wished to stress anew that his country placed the
greatest emphasis on the establishment of export oriented industries and that
the import substitution alternative was only followed after very careful study.
Protection was granted at the recommendation of the Tariff Commission on a
temporary basis after a very thorough scrutiny of applications received from
industry and in many cases protection had bean withdrawn. The representative of
Pakistan reiterated finally that it washis Government' s firm policy to move
towards greater liberalization ifimport regulations as soon as this policy
became compatible with his country's overall balance-of-payments situation.

General

26. The Committee thanked the representative of Pakistan for the interesting
and informative response which he had given to the Committee' s questions. The
representative of Pakistan promised to bring the views and suggestions of members
of the Committee to the attention of his Government.
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ANNEX I

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND EXECUTIVE BOARD DECISION
TAKEN AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE FUND'S CONSULTATIONS WITH

PAKISTAN ON 4 MAY 1967

1. This decision is taken by the Executive Directors in concluding the
1966 consultation with Pakistan pursuant to Article XIV, Section 4 of the
Articles of Agreement.

2. Pakistan achieved an impressive rate of growth during the Second Five-Year
Plan ended on 30 June.1965, while maintaining a substantial degree of internal
and external stability. This growth was made possible by a high, level of external
aid as well as improved mobilization of domestic savings. The momentum of
development was interrupted to some extent in 1965/66, but has been largely
restored in 1966/67. An inflationary situation that was emerging toward the end
of the Second Plan periodhas, however, gained strength with the continuation of
domestic credit expansion at a high rate, coupled with a reduced level of foreign
aid.

3. Public sector reliance on bank credit was excessive in 1965/66 and contributed
to the high rate of monetary expansion. While the size of the bank-financed
deficit was reduced substantially during the first half of 1966/67, a sharp
increase in credit to the private sector maintained monetary expansion at a high
level. The resulting pressure on resources has been reflected in rising prices
and a decline in external reserves. The Pakistan authorities have indicated their
intention to keep public sector reliance on the banking system at a low level and
have taken some steps to curtail the increase in credit to the private sector.
The Fund urges Pakistan to maintain fiscal restraint and believes that additional
steps to curtail the expansion of credit to the private sector will be necessary.

4. Pakistan's import and exchange system remains restrictive and complex. The
Fund believes that Pakistan would benefit greatly from a reform of this system,
particularly with a view to liberalizing imports on a broad front. Such a policy
would require an effective curbing of inflationary pressures and an adjustment of
the exchange system, especially as it affects imports. With regard to exports,
the inadequacies of the official exchange rate are compensated for through the
operation of the Export Bonus Scheme which gives rise to a multiple exchange rate
structure. However, since the last consultation there has been an addition to the
number of effective rates, adding to the complexity of the Scheme. Pakistan should
not long delay re-establishing a unitary rate structure at a realistic level; but
the Fund does not object to the present arrangements on a temporary basis. In the
meantime, Pakistan should increase its efforts to simplify the operations of the
Bonus Scheme and avoid further rate proliferation. The Fund urges that Pakistan
terminate its bilateral payments arrangements with Fund members and keep under
review such arrangement, with non-members.
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ANNEX II

Opening Statement by the
Representative of Pakistan

1. Mr. President, I have the privilege to present the background document
prepared by the Governmentof Pakistan for these consultations in compliance
with ArticleXVIII:12(b). Read with document BOP/36, the document explains the
legal and administrative basis ofthe restrictionsrelating toimport and export
trade of Pakistan, methods used in controllingimports, treatment ofimports
fromdifferent sources including information on the use of bilateral agreements,
commodities or groups of commodities affected by the import restrictions, import
under State trading, andmeasures taken since the last consultations to relax
or otherwise modify the restrictions.

2. The documentalso explains broadly the general objectives of Pakistan's
foreign trade policy which has to be viewed inits correct perspective.
Pakistan 's foreign trade policy has been an importantinstrument in the
successful implementationof ourdevelopment plans and will continue tocarry
a majorburdeninthisregard by securing thedesired acceleration of investment,
production and exports. The fact that we havenotbeen able to carry our policy
of import liberalizationto the extent that we would have liked it to go,isnot
due to anylackoflwillen the part of the Government, but because of the
scarcity of foreignexchangeresources which are of importance forthe
implementation of developmentprogrammes.

3. As it hasbeen stated in the background before us, the main feature
of Pakistan's import beenpolicy since 1960 has been a towards liberalization
and a movement away from direct administrativecontrols towards fiscal and

monetary controls.Since July1965, the import policy of the Government is being
framed on a yearlybasis as aggainst six-monthly basis in the past. This
measure representsanotherstopfowwardin the process of simplification and

liberalizationof import restrictionns. Statedbroadly, the main objectives of
ourimport policyhas been to reduce administrative controlson economic

activity, tosecure a better allocation of resources through themarket
mechanism and ensurea higher growthrateby a fuller utilizationofinstalled

capacity.

4. We made satisfactory progress in attaining these objectives during the
Second Planperiod, but there has beenatemporary interruption inthis progress
during the first twoyearsof the Third Plan.The shift towards a liberal
import policy basedontheassuranceof continued financial support in thenaiappl suort in the
foristance.There was a sizeable shortfacss.aa Se avail;horall ine thcav-il
abiamcey of such 6 andsiseanc in 196e-6nddelays ine th actual flow of non-
projct assistathee in 19im66-6e7. othenfrom tm th drnp i dfoo production due
conditions in WestcoiitioninWepled with lesan, cepexpewitheIcs than Opected
aLaw 480 ouppliic wcost thecountry osthmile countr$oreiy 11m illion iorign
-termliabilities for fool abilîteis for odfimports.
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5. These factors necessitated several adjustments in the import policy. There
was a sharp depletion of inventories in 1965-66. Since the resources available
were not adequate to meet current demand or to restore inventories, the
introduction ofadministrative restrictions to curtail imports within available
resources was unavoidable. The Government is anxious to carry forward the liberal
policy framed for imports provided an adequate measure of support is available to
permit this restoration. It is,however, clear that unless the support and
appreciation which Pakistan has received from international institutions like the
GATT, the international Monetary Fund and the World Bank for its liberal
commercial policies, is matched by adequate financial assistance on a continuing
basis, the implementation of these policies will remain subject to serious strains
and uncertainties.

6. I hope, the Committee after an examination of the background document, and
after such clarifications which they may wish to have in the course of our
discussions, today, will be satisfied that the import restrictions imposed by
Pakistan are in accordance with the provisions of Section B of Article XVIII of
the, General Agreement, and have been necessitated primarily in order to implement
its "programmes and policies of economic development designed to raise the
general standard of living of the people", "to safeguard its external financial
position" and to censure an adequatelevel of foreign exchange resources.


